Abstract
TRIUMF users and operators use a number of high-level applications (HLLAs) written in different languages, having rather complicated graphics user interfaces, to carry out tasks related to delivering ion beams with required characteristics and to process data from TRIUMF’s EPICS-based and legacy cyclotron control systems. Some applications have been developed by the EPICS community, and some at TRIUMF. These applications run on different production computers and are developed on different machines. This model no longer satisfies TRIUMF’s needs because of the growing number of applications, the long times required for data processing on current machines, the lack of real-time visualization of beam properties and so on. We present recently implemented infrastructure to solve these tasks, which contains three powerful servers. The servers run web applications and have tools to run calculation-intensive stand-alone applications remotely. Data from TRIUMF EPICS-based control systems are taken via local Soft IOCs. The documentation is maintained by using developed content management system. The installed system is working reliably and has room for further expansion.

The projects that are under development at TRIUMF usually have three components: the code itself (in a number of programming languages), documentation and information, and input/output data. Thus, the common project can be represented as a point in a “three-dimensional space” where each component defines an axis:

Any information and documentation about the project is kept on the HLA web server hlaweb. To write information on line an in-house content management system (CMS) using TinyMCE JavaScript package (https://www.tinymce.com/) was developed and set up:

Development (hladevel) and production servers (hlaprod and hlaweb) have absolutely identical setups for directories and software. The differences between the servers are defined only by their different roles:

CONCLUSION
The created HLA infrastructure allows software developers to develop applications both by using the default set of tools installed on HLA servers and remotely on the computers of individual users. The sequential versions of projects are saved on HLA servers and are easily accessible by developers. Documentation for projects can be written on-line and is maintained in a very simple way using a dedicated HLA CMS. Several methods are used to run HLAs (which work with devices in TRIUMF control systems) in a secure manner. If the load on the servers will be increased the expansion of existing infrastructures is quite easy and won’t create significant additional time for the maintenance.

Motivations
TRIUMF doesn’t have a dedicated group of software developers tasked with immediate response to issues that arise during day-to-day beam delivery. Such issues are resolved by operators and physicists themselves. Thus, a flexible and simple (“user-friendly”) software development environment was the main request when it was decided to set up High-Level Application (HLA) development and production infrastructure. At the same time, developers come with different experience, backgrounds and their own favorite tools for development. Thus, the HLA environment should provide some “default set” of tools which are rather common and compatible with other widely-used tools.

Development (hladevel) and production servers (hlaprod and hlaweb) have absolutely identical setups for directories and software. The differences between the servers are defined only by their different roles: